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Abstract
Goals—We evaluated a cohort of patients referred to our center for presumed recurrent
Clostridium difficile infection (CDI) to determine final diagnoses and outcomes.
Background—As rates of CDI have increased, more patients are diagnosed with recurrent CDI
and other sequelae of the infection. Distinguishing symptomatic patients with CDI from those who
are colonized with an alternative etiology of diarrheal symptoms may be challenging.
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Methods—We performed a retrospective review of 117 patients referred to our center for
recurrent CDI between January 2013 and June 2014. Data collected included demographics,
referring provider, previous anti-CDI treatment, and significant medical conditions. Additionally
we gathered data on atypical features of CDI and investigations obtained to investigate etiology of
symptoms. Outcomes included rates of alternative diagnoses and the accuracy of CDI diagnosis by
referral source.
Results—The mean age was 61 years and 70% were female. 29 patients (25%) were determined
to have a non-CDI diagnosis. Most common alternative diagnoses included irritable bowel
syndrome (18 patients: 62%) and inflammatory bowel disease (3:10 %). Age was inversely
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correlated with rate of non-CDI diagnosis (p=0.016). Of the remaining 88 (75%) patients with a
confirmed diagnosis of CDI, 25 (28%) received medical therapy alone and 63 (72%) underwent
fecal microbiota transplantation (FMT).
Conclusion—Among patients referred to our center for recurrent CDI, a considerable percentage
did not have CDI, but rather an alternative diagnosis, most commonly IBS. The rate of alternative
diagnosis correlated inversely with age. Providers should consider other etiologies of diarrhea in
patients presenting with features atypical of recurrent CDI.
Keywords
FMT; C. difficile diagnosis; C. difficile colonization
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Over the past 15 years, Clostridium difficile infection (CDI) has increased substantially and
is the leading cause of healthcare associated infection in the United States.1 The cost of CDI
has placed a heavy burden on our health care system, resulting in an estimated $3.2 billion in
excess health care costs annually and, more disturbingly, CDI claims at least 29,000 lives per
year.2,3
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Recurrent CDI occurs in approximately 25% of patients after treatment of an initial
infection, with further recurrence rates of 40–60% after greater than two occurrences.4,5
While there is no uniformly successful therapy, fecal microbiota transplantation (FMT) has
emerged as 90% effective, and patients often seek evaluation at a referral center for therapy;
but not all of these patients actually have recurrent CDI.6 The importance of accurate
diagnosis is paramount. Roughly 75% of health care associated diarrhea has been thought to
be related to causes other than CDI.7 While there are multiple testing modalities, polymerase
chain reaction (PCR) based assays are currently preferred because of high sensitivity and the
ease and speed with which the test can be performed.8,9 However, a positive stool test does
not distinguish colonized patients from those with symptomatic disease7. Asymptomatic
colonization with a toxigenic strain of C. difficile is common, and patients presumed to have
CDI may indeed have an alternative etiology for persistent diarrhea.10 Continued treatment
with courses of antibiotics and/or FMT in these patients is ineffective and failure to diagnose
an alternative etiology of diarrheal symptoms may have consequences. To date, no study has
investigated the rate of non-CDI diagnosis in patients with gastrointestinal symptoms and C.
difficile positive stools. We report our experience in evaluating patients referred for to our
FMT center for recurrent CDI, including accuracy of diagnosis and outcomes.
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Materials and Methods
We conducted a retrospective review of 117 consecutive patients referred to our center with
presumed recurrent CDI between January 1st 2013 and June 30th 2014. The study was
approved by the Lifespan IRB. Data were collected from initial consultation through
November 2014 and included demographics, referring provider, previous anti-CDI
treatment, and other significant medical conditions. Patients had a follow-up period ranging
from 6 to 24 months. We noted patients who had atypical features of CDI, including non-
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response to anti-CDI therapy and intermittent non-progressive symptoms. We also
documented those who had inappropriate testing for cure. Outcomes of interest included the
frequency of alternative diagnoses and the accuracy of CDI diagnosis by the referral source.
For patients deemed not to have CDI, we gathered data on the additional investigations
obtained to determine the etiology for diarrhea, including fecal studies, endoscopy,
histology, breath testing, and serologic testing. All referred patients did test positive for CDI
by PCR on one or more occasions prior to consultation. Irritable bowel syndrome (IBS) was
diagnosed on the basis of Rome guidelines: improvement of abdominal pain with defecation,
onset of abdominal pain associated with frequency or change in stool.11 Post-infectious
irritable bowel syndrome (PI-IBS) was distinguished from irritable bowel syndrome (IBS)
on the basis of reporting symptoms consistent with IBS (per Rome guidelines) that were not
present prior to the enteric infection.12 Inflammatory bowel disease (IBD) was diagnosed on
the basis of endoscopic and histologic findings consistent with either Crohn’s disease or
ulcerative colitis.
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Data were initially recorded in a Microsoft Excel database. After completion of data
collection, the data was imported into SAS (SAS version 9.4, SAS Institute, Cary, NC,
USA). Generalized linear models were used to test all hypotheses (proc glimmix).
Appropriate distributions were chosen based on theoretical match to the process generating
the dependent variable and examination of model residuals. The models were adjusted for
remaining misspecification by use of classical sandwich estimation. Mean differences with
95% confidence intervals (CI) were expressed in original scale for dissemination, using
inversion of the link function where necessary. The p-values for comparisons were adjusted
for alpha inflation from multiple comparisons using the Holm method to maintain family
wise alpha at 0.05.
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Results
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Demographics, comorbidities, and prior CDI history among CDI and alternative diagnosis
patients are included in table 1. Odds ratios are calculated with intervals between patients
deemed to have CDI and those with alternative diagnoses. The most common overall
medical comorbid conditions at presentation included gastroesophageal reflux disease
(18%), IBS (19%), diabetes mellitus (15%), and solid malignancy (10%). All but 4 patients
had received at least one course of vancomycin (97%). Other therapies used prior to
consultation included metronidazole (92 patients; 79%), fidaxomicin (26; 22%), rifaxamin
(8; 7%), probiotics (36; 31%), and FMT (4; 3%). At the time of consultation, approximately
one-half of patients (48%) were being treated with at least one anti-CDI antibiotic. None
were taking antibiotics for a non-CDI indication at the time of consultation. The average last
positive PCR (in days prior to initial consultation) was 113 days for those with CDI and 140
days for those with alternative diagnoses.
Of the 117 patients included in the study, 29 (25%) did not have CDI, but were deemed to
have an alternate etiology for their diarrhea (table 2). Establishment of alternative diagnoses
was based on results of diagnostic evaluations and clinical judgment and limited by patient
compliance in regards to obtaining suggested workup. In a small number of patients, a single
unifying alternative diagnosis could not be established.
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The relationship between patient’s age and the rate of alternative diagnosis was inversely
correlated and statistically significant (table 1, figure 1). There was no relationship found
between gender and the rate of alternative diagnosis (table 1). For patients who received an
alternative diagnosis, common atypical features of CDI included non-responsiveness to antiCDI therapy (53%) and intermittent non-progressive symptoms (33%). There was
inappropriate testing for cure in 23% of patients. Referring providers and provider accuracy
are listed on table 3. Rates of alternative diagnosis did not appear to be statistically different
between gastroenterologists and other providers (PCP: p=0.48, self: p=0.17,
unknown=0.19). Ultimately, 88 patients (75%) were determined to have a diagnosis of
recurrent CDI. Of these, 25 patients (28%) resolved with medical therapy alone and 63
(72%) underwent FMT.
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Of the 29 patients at initial consultation that were deemed to have an alternative etiology to
explain their symptoms, 13 did not follow up (45%) and were assumed to resume care with
the referring provider. The mean and median duration of follow up for the remaining 16
patients (55%) was 504 and 577 days respectively. Six (38%) had subsequent episodes of
diarrhea, and 5 underwent CDI PCR testing (31%). Three (19%) of these patients with
subsequent PCR testing were positive, but only one was judged to have CDI. The other two
were not treated or treated without change in symptoms. Of the 29 patients deemed to have
an alternative diagnosis, additional workup included further endoscopy (10 patients),
serologic testing (4 patients), imaging (3 patients), stool testing (2 patients), and small
intestinal bacterial overgrowth testing (2 patients).
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Recurrent CDI is clinically difficult to treat and has led to a substantial increase in referrals
for FMT, which have been shown to have high cure rates in previous studies. 6,13–18
However, the utility of FMT depends on an accurate CDI diagnosis and prudent referral
selection. To our knowledge, this study is the first of its kind to analyze the accuracy of
presumed CDI diagnosis in a population of patients referred for FMT, and to characterize
alternative diagnosis in those found not to have recurrent CDI.
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Among the 117 patients referred to our center over an 18-month period, 25% did not
actually have recurrent CDI, but rather an alternative etiology of their diarrhea. Only 1 of
these patients later required a single course of anti-CDI therapy, but none required FMT. In
our data analysis, younger age, prior diagnosis of IBS, and fewer prior CDI episodes were
positively correlated with higher rates of alternative diagnosis. Common features of patients
with alternative diagnoses included non-responsiveness to anti-CDI therapy and intermittent
non-progressive symptoms. Many were inappropriately tested for cure after completing a
course of anti-CDI therapy. In addition, fewer past episodes of CDI and prior diagnosis of
IBS were positively correlated with an alternative diagnosis. This highlights the importance
of vigilant assessment of symptoms, and the need to consider all etiologies of diarrhea,
especially in patients with features atypical of CDI.
The most common diagnoses were IBS, PI-IBS, and IBD. PI-IBS has been documented as
occurring after bacterial illnesses secondary to Campylobacter, Salmonella, Escherichia, and
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Shigella species, but with very limited data describing occurrence after CDI.19–21 Piche
previously characterized the rate of PI-IBS after CDI in a group of 23 patients. Among these
patients, 35% developed new IBS symptoms shortly after resolution of CDI.22 Another
recent retrospective analysis by Guitérrez et al examined the sequelae following CDI,
finding patients to be at higher risk for incident IBS, GERD and dyspepsia compared with
matched controls23. This risk was sustained at 3 months and resulted in a single functional
gastrointestinal sequelae for each 12 cases of CDI. It is not surprising that a prior diagnosis
of IBS can result in worsened IBS symptoms following CDI because of an already dysbiotic
state seen in these patients24. Our study adds to the sparse body of literature on this likely
underreported cause of diarrhea following CDI.
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We attempted to identify a correlation between the source of referral and ultimate CDI
diagnosis, but were unable to detect any differences in rates of correct CDI diagnosis
between gastroenterologists and other referral sources. However, there were two groups
(infectious disease specialists and hospitalists) that correctly identified CDI for all referred
patients. It is certainly possible that these two populations of providers are more likely to
encounter sicker, hospitalized patients, and consequentially perhaps more accurately identify
CDI. Finally, the lack of differences between the aforementioned groups highlights that high
rates of alternative diagnosis is more ubiquitous than previously thought.
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The high rate of misdiagnosis around recurrent CDI is not without consequence as the
financial burden of anti-CDI therapy is significant. In a recent cost analysis by Varier, a
financial model was used to estimate the cost of recurrent CDI.25 It was found that the cost
of a 10–14 day course of vancomycin was $1347, and the cost of FMT delivered via
colonoscopy was $1086. Assuming that all 29 of our patients with an alternative diagnosis
received at least one unnecessary course of vancomycin, a conservative estimate of
unnecessary expenditure calculates to be approximately $38,000. While the reported cost of
FMT is less than that of vancomycin, the short and long-term safety profile has not been
studied extensively and it is prudent to avoid FMT in patients for whom it is unlikely to be
beneficial.
We did not perform FMT in patients deemed not to have recurrent CDI because limited data
exists regarding efficacy for its use in other conditions. Symptoms of IBS, a particularly
prevalent alternative etiology in our cohort, have not been shown to improve after FMT.26
Further, the role of FMT for patients with IBD, another prevalent diagnosis in our non-CDI
cohort, remains unclear. Current evidence is limited to case reports and case series.27 We
feel providers should be cautious about the use of FMT in populations of patients without
recurrent CDI, as its role remains unsubstantiated.
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Our study had several limitations. It was retrospective, so data collection may be incomplete.
Due to the variety of referral sources and limitations of medical documentation, specific
details regarding past CDI characteristics, diagnosis, and management were sometimes
unavailable. Furthermore, this was a single center study. All patients were seen by a single
provider, who has significant experience with FMT and CDI. It is worth noting that no
patient diagnosed with an alternative diagnosis went on to receive treatment for CDI by
another provider, nor were they hospitalized for treatment of CDI.
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This study raises important questions that merit further research. First, we found that a
substantial percentage of patients with alternative diagnoses had PI-IBS. This clinical entity,
previously described in the succession of other gastrointestinal infections, has been
minimally described following CDI. A positive C. difficile PCR in recently treated patients
who become symptomatic poses a diagnostic dilemma for providers in accurately
distinguishing recurrent CDI from PI-IBS. This is highlighted by the fact that stool PCR
tests remain positive for C. difficile for up to up to 30 days after successful treatment.28 A
recent review article urges providers to consider PI-IBS as a presumed etiology for
symptoms rather than a presumptive diagnosis of recurrent CDI for mild symptoms, and
further advocates for CDI testing to only be conducted on symptomatic patients.29 A
positive stool test does not distinguish colonized patients from those with symptomatic
disease.7 Second, the high rate of alternative diagnosis in our study (25%) raises the
possibility that the rates of recurrent CDI in epidemiologic studies may be overestimated.
Finally, our study was able to detect a significant relationship between age and the likelihood
of an alternative diagnosis. This intriguing relationship between age and the syndrome of PIIBS has been noted previously, but warrants further research to understand this association
and the long-term consequences of CDI.22 It is noted that the age of diagnosis of IBS is
more likely to occur before the age of 35 and that prevalence and severity is decreased in
older patients.30 This may hold true for PI-IBS as well.
In conclusion, among patients referred for presumed recurrent CDI to an FMT center, a
considerable percentage had an alternative diagnosis, with PI-IBS and IBS predominating.
Providers should consider all possible etiologies of diarrhea in patients with features atypical
of CDI.
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CDI

clostridium difficile infection

CI

confidence interval

CML

chronic myeloid leukemia

FMT

fecal microbiota transplant

FDA

Food & Drug Administration

GI

gastroenterologist

ID

infectious disease specialist

IBS

irritable bowel syndrome

IND

investigational new drug

IRB

institutional review board

NP

nurse practitioner

PCR

polymerase chain reaction
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PCP

primary care physician

PI-IBS

post infectious irritable bowel syndrome
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Relationship Between Age and Alternative Diagnosis
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Demographics, comorbidities, and prior CDI history among CDI and alternative diagnosis patients
CDI

Alternative diagnosis

OR (95% CI)

P value (unadjusted)

N

88

29

Age (mean)

64.3

50.3

2.55 (0.48–4.58)

0.0162*,**

Female/male

2.4

2.2

0.81 (0.32–1.982

0.636

Diarrhea at presentation? n (%)

35 (39.7)

10 (34.5)

0.90 (0.38–2.16)

0.815

1–2

11 (12.5)

15 (51.7)

≥3

77 (87.5)

14 (48.3)

7.43 (2.64–20.95)

0.0002**,†

CDI Episodes n (%):

Comorbidities and medications n (%)

Author Manuscript

DMa

16 (18.2)

2 (6.9)

0.526 (0.139–1.99)

0.3407

IBSb

9 (10.2)

14 (48.3)

7.58 (2.77–20.83)

0.0001**

IBDc

12 (13.6)

1 (3.5)

0.22 (0.026–1.77)

0.1517

Malignancy

12 (13.6)

5 (17.2)

1.22 (0.39–3.85)

0.7361

PPId

3 (3.4)

1 (3.5)

0.97 (0.094–9.90)

0.9762

Immunosuppressives

10 (11.4)

1 (3.5)

0.29 (0.032–2.22)

0.2183

*

For each additional year of age, there is a 2.55% increased likelihood of having an alternative diagnosis,

**

p<0.05,

†

This denotes significance in a comparison of least square means between the two groups “1 to 2” episodes and “3 and above” episodes, which is
unadjusted.

a

Diabetes mellitus,
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b

irritable bowel syndrome,

c

inflammatory bowel disease,

d

proton pump inhibitor
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Non-CDI diagnoses
Diagnosis

Author Manuscript

a

Number (percentage)

IBSa

9 (31 %)

PI-IBSb

9 (31 %)

IBDc

3 (10 %)

Bile Salt Malabsorption

1 (3 %)

Small Bowel Bacterial Overgrowth

1 (3 %)

Post-Surgical Diarrhea

1 (3 %)

Pancreatic Insufficiency

1 (3 %)

CMLd

1 (3 %)

Lactose Intolerance + PI-IBS

1 (3 %)

Celiac Disease

1 (3 %)

Ischemic Colitis vs IBD *

1(3 %)

IBS- Irritable bowel syndrome

b

PI-IBS- Post infectious irritable bowel syndrome

c

Inflammatory bowel disease

d

Chronic myeloid leukemia

*

No further workup was performed
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Referring Providers and Provider Accuracy
Referring Provider

Number (percentage) of Patients Referred

Provider Accuracy (%)

Self

40 (34 %)

68

PCP

28 (24 %)

75

GI

22 (18 %)

82

ID

9 (8 %)

100

Hospitalist

7 (6 %)

100

Family Medicine

5 (4 %)

80

Unknown

4 (4 %)

50

NP

1 (1 %)

100

Surgeon

1 (1 %)

0
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